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Dukakis’ son returns
to promote STARS
By Karen Williams
Staff Writer

John Dukakis, son of Democratic
presidential hopeful Michael Dukakis,
voiced his father’s viewpoints last Thurs
day during his second visit to San Luis
Obispo in four months.
Dukakis, the national political coor
dinator for the Democratic campaign,
discussed several radical changes to the
educational system that had been propos
ed by his father.
In an exclusive Mustang Daily inter
view, Dukakis, 30, discussed his father’s
suggested student loan program called
STARS (Student Tuition and Repayment
System) and his commitment to educa
tional assistance.
“ There has been an annual assault on
Pell Grants ... by (the current) administra
tion,’’ he said.
Dukakis asserted that many students
would not be enrolled today if it were not
for Congress, which he credited with rais
ing grant limits.
Dukakis said his father has quadrupled
scholarship aid in Massachusetts since the
federal government has not kept pace with
demand.
STARS financial aid program would not
replace the current financial aid system,
but would act as a supplement.
“ Obviously, Pell Grants and Guaranteed
Student Loans have to be the centerpiece
of financial aid for no\^ and for some
lime,” said the 30-year-old.*
Under STARS, students would begin
paying back loan monies on a “ sliding
scale” after graduation.
This method of repayment would be a
unique feature of the STARS program.
The amount paid after graduation would
depend upon an individual’s income,
rather than the amount borrowed. Loan

payments would be deducted automatical
ly from paychecks in a manner similar to
social security deductions.
Individuals in a higher income bracket
would be required to make larger pay
ments than those who earn less, Dukakis
said.
He said this “ sliding scale” method of
repayment is fair.
“ The whole idea of financial aid now is
based on financial need ... It is equitable
to do it (pay back loans) based on people’s
ability to pay,” said Dukakis.
“ If we are going to move towards a lime
when every student who is qualified to do
college work and is admitted to college can
do it, then we are going to have to make
sure that we set up a system that enables
that to happen.”
The candidate’s plan also specifies a
longer repayment period.
“ The idea behind the STARS program is
not to completely replace the system right
now, but to plan for the future,” said
Dukakis.
Dukakis believes that his father could
rally Congress around the STARS pro
gram if he were elected and is confident
that Congress would support STARS.
According to Dukakis, his father has
also proposed a National Teaching Ex
cellence Fund, which would require a $250
million dollar investment in its first year.
The plan would provide teachers with in
centives and in some cases advanced
training.
“ The whole idea behind this is to return
teaching to ... what it once was: a valued
and honored profession.”
Dukakis predicts an oncoming teaching
crisis, because he says 50 percent of the
nation’s current teaching force will qualify
for retirement in about 10 years.
According to Dukakis, there will not be
See DUKAKIS, page 8

John Dukakis In a light moment during

Prop 78 vital, says dean
By Jeffrey Blizzard
s u f f Writer

The construction of five new
buildings on campus, worth $28
million, is at stake unless voters
approve Proposition 78 in
November, said Douglas Gerard,
executive dean of facilities ad
ministration.
In addition, said Gerard, the
initiative would allow Cal Poly to
increase its full-time student
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enrollment since the new build
ings would accommodate more
students.
Prop. 78, the Higher Education
Facilities Bond Act of 1988,
would provide $600 million in
general obligation bonds to help
finance new buildings and im
provements for California State
University campuses, the Uni
versity of California system and
California community colleges.
The campus projects which
would be funded by the ballot
measure are the Student Services
building, which would house
counseling, employment place
ment and testing services now in
Heron Hall; the addition to the
Business Administration build
ing; the new Faculty Offices
building, with 95 offices; the
Dairy Science Phase 1 project;
the Recreation Sports building.
Plans for the Student Services
building and the Business Adminsitration addition have been
drawn and approved, Gerard
said. If voters approve Prop. 78,
construction on both could begin
by March 1989, he said.
However, if voters reject the
ballot measure. Cal Poly would
be unable to increase enrollment
of full-time students from its
current 14,200 to 15,000 by the
1991-92 school year, as outlined
in the university master plan,
Gerard said.
But Gerard believes voters will
not turn their backs on the

chronic shortage of funds avail
able for construction on college
and university campuses.
“ The peo^e of the stale have
never rejected a bond measure
for higher education,” he said.
It is possible, Gerard said, that
voters could be frustrated by the
complicated issues and language
on the Nov. 8 ballot, and reject
ballot measures because they do
not understand them.
“ I don’t think it’s going to
happen but it’s a possiblity,”
Gerard said.
Gerard has written to contrac
tors, engineers and architects
asking for their “ financial and
moral support” for Prop. 78,
since they have a financial inter
est in whether construction takes
place on campus.
Leslie Ramsey, administrative
assistant to Assemblyman Eric
Seastrand (R-Salinas), said the
California Senate and Assembly
voted 66-2 in March to place the
proposition on the Nov. 8 ballot.
Seastrand, who’s 29th district
includes San Luis Obispo Coun
ty, voted in favor of placing the
measure on the ballot.
Ramsey said Seastrand has
been supportive of higher educa
tion and campus construction.
Adele Stern, president of the
League of Women Voters of San
Luis Obispo, said a report listing
pro and con arguments on Prop.
78 will be available by Oct. 15 in
the Robert E. Kennedy Library.

speech Thursday night at Farmers' Market.

Poly parking up 60%
to help other CSUs
that have significant shortages.
Walker said.
Cal Poly students who park on
A plan by the California State
campus lost 63 parking spaces
University system to create more
this fall due to construction of
parking space on some CSU
the Foundation office building,
campuses has hiked Cal Poly
and could lose 400 to 420 more if
studmt parking fees by 60 per
P ro p o sitio n 78 passes in
cent.
November, said Dou^as Oerard,
The fees were raised from $7.50
dean of facilities administration.
to $12 per m onth, which
The initiative would help fund
calculates to $108 a year.
construction of an addition to the
Like other studrats, Jim LenBusiness Administration build
nihan, a third-year history major,
ing, a new Student Services
was surprised by the increase.
building and a Rec Sports
“ That’s ridiculous,” Lennihan
Center, Gerard said. The con
said. “ That’s way too much. I’m
struction would allow planned
not getting (a parking permit).”
student enrollment increase but
B iochem istry senior Joel
w o u ld
d e c re a s e
p a rk in g
Stevans said that although he
availability.
didn’t like paying more for a
Prop. 78 is a $600 million bond
parking permit, he would pro
issue to provide capital outlay
bably buy one.
for higher education, Gerard ex
“ I’m kind of a sheep when it
plained. If it passes, the money
comes to things like th at,”
would be used by the University
Stevans said. *TII just pay it.”
of California, CSU and the
According to Janice Walker of
California community college
the CSU chancellor’s office, the
systems, he said.
money raised from the parking
Because the state provides no
fee increase will be used to con
money for parking lots or struc
struct and maintain parking lots
tures for university campuses.
and multi-level parking struc- ' Walker said the parking fee hike
tures on campuses that have
was the “ best way” to raise the
serious parking problems.
needed revenue, adding that the
California State Universities at
increase was system-wide.
Long Beach, Northridge and San
The parking fees charged by
Francisco are three campuses
See INCREASE, page 11
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Drugs: make them legal

The recent developments and attitudes toward
drug use in America amaze me. The epidemic
which the news media and Reagan administration
have blown out of proportion is an ingrained part
The new spaper
of American society, like it or not. To believe it is
for C al Poly.
not, one would only have to look back to December
5, 1933, and take a close look at our 21st amend
ment to the constitution, (repeal of prohibition).
Since 1916
Though the drug has changed, the attitudes are
the same. The drug in question is cocaine. The re
cent drug bill passed by the House of Repre
sentatives is a contributing factor to America’s
epidemic fury to rid our society of drugs. The drug
bill calls for extensive use of the armed forces.
The use of the armed forces to patrol, pursue,
and arrest drug smugglers on our borders is
another step to a military state. Presently and
all levels.
previously, the Reagan administration’s attempts
You probably won’t care that 1
to deal with this issue effectively have all failed.
will no longer read your paper
Thus, it has resorted to the final form of com
but then again 1 don’t think Star
munication or persuasion, brute force. All one must
or Enquirer will miss my
do to realize the progression of this ill-fated bill is
business much either. Part of me
review recent history. In 1982, America, with the
feels like I just walked out of a
Bolivian government’s approval, used U.S.
military helicopters to attack peasant farmers’
Editor — For the sake of my own five-year marriage that went bad,
cocoa crops, in hopes of eliminating the source for
idealistic world I would like to but 1 know I stayed till death do
cocaine. In 1983, the House of Representatives
believe your faculty adviser was us part.
still on vacation when the WOW
passed hastily a bill proposing mandatory life
Kerry Mark
cover was approved.
terms and death penalties for pushers, doing away
I can’t believe with the story
with the “ exclusionary rule,” which protects in
on the inside of that edition, page
dividuals from illegally obtained evidence in federal
21, about AIDS and other sex
prosecutions and, to my amazement, using the
ually transmitted diseases as
military to protect our borders against drug
well as the in te rn a tio n a l
smugglers. Fortunately, the Senate saw the bill’s
statistics available; that you
irrationality and voted it down. Is what we are
could honestly think you could
seeing today the revised 1983 drug bill?
have your cake and eat it too.
Editor — Not only are students
Throughout these drug war years, we have seen
Did you read page 21 of your faced with the imperfections of many government policies come and go, such as
own paper? Do you give a damn CAPTURE and its apparent ac the “ Just Say No” campaign, threatening coun
about the young students atten ceptance of only on-campus calls, tries with economic sanctions, the Drug Enforce
ding this college for the first the administration has also seen ment Agency operating in foreign countries and
time? Did you ever consider the fit to cancel classes granted expediting foreign nationals from allied countries,
responsibility you might have to through CAR last month. The and indicting foreign leaders for drug trafficking.
the parents, this school, your GRC 427 Desktop Publishing Presently, the administration is using military
advertisers, San Luis County, class met last Tuesday, only to surveillance planes for tracking private boats and
the nation and the world?
be told by the instructor he is no planes. So as one can see it has been a combination
I think not. I hardly believe longer allowed to generously of impulsive, abusive, and ineffective actions that
that you have the potential to donate his time to teach a course has led me to believe the use of the military will
move on to a distinguished above his normal load. The most only restrict our freedoms and empower the gov
newspaper if these are the type useful technical class I have had ernment to infringe on individual rights to freedom
of “ creative” ideas you publish.
an opportunity to take and it is even more. For if this measure does not solve the
Please don’t lean back on the cancelled by a technical universi drug issue, what will happen next? I think the
constitution or your right to ty which prides itself on its military assisting local and state law enforcement
creative expression. I could have commitment to technical in agencies is a possible reality that we should be
taken that shot with a Polaroid.
struction. The class was full to worried about. The war is not on drugs but on in
Not only have you distorted capacity, had a lab and lecture dividual rights.
your marketing objective, you room assigned and equipment
To understand this social dilemma we must deal
have persisted so strongly in br available, but as students and with reality. Increased use of the military may
inging recognition to yourselves one instructor, we are not allow slow, but not stop, the supply of drugs to wanting
you have completely disfigured ed to use the resources available? individuals. It is a well known fact that when a
the most prominent ideals of They say you get what you pay pusher is busted, the very next day his replace
Journalism.
for. Well, S308, the highest Cal ment is conducting business as usual. Though we
Integrity, ethics, and social re Poly registration fee ever, 1 are reluctant to face it, the underworld or
sponsibility are not just words, guess doesn’t cover squat! underground also operates on the economic theory
they are the foundation of this Thanks for the “ education” Poly.
of supply and demand. From an economic stand
fiel. You have torn to the ground
point it will only strain us, the taxpayer, even more
the only checks and balances this Franklin Burris
and restrict us economically. I think we have lost
society has to fight corruption on Art and Design
focus here, in trying to combat this social issue, by
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Access
By Raym ond Husum
determining it a criminal problem.
The act of taking a drug is not wrong, because an
individual has the freedom to do what he or she
wants. As long as he or she does not physically in
fringe on another’s freedoms. The U.S. Constitu
tion does not authorize the government to tell an
individual what he or she should or shouldn’t do
with their self being. But, it does allow the Con
gress to impose taxes, thus the solution to this
issue is very clear.
The U.S. government should legalize drugs, and
allow the American Medical Association to
regulate the industry. With their expertise they
will standardize doses, thus reducing the risk of
overdosing, and getting “ bad” drugs. Establish a
network of non-profit and profit organizations such
as the Salvation Army, Good Will, religious
organizations, and many others to provide drug
treatment and rehabilitation centers. With overt
information, research and understanding will be
improved. Just as liquor and cigarette taxes
somewhat pay for cancer research and alcohol
abuse centers.
Distribution of funds should be auditied by
competent accounting firms, not the IRS. The
government’s only role will be to legislate drugs
legal.
The advantages to this proposal will benefit
society as a whole. With legalization, the criminal
element will no longer be needed to supply the de
mand, thus crime will be reduced. Our overburden
ed legal system will be freed up because prosecu
tion of drug users and any activity associated with
drug use, would not be necessary. The CIA, FBI,
military, local and state law enforcement personnel
will be able to get back to more threatening issues,
and thus protect us agaisnt bodily harm.
Economically, we would reduce our tax burden
for housing criminals, thus improving the quality
of our life, not prisoners. Also, it would eliminate
mounds of government regulations, thus curtailing
government growth and spending. The legalization
of drugs will foster a new industry with unlimited
growth potential, creating new jobs in farming,
trucking, manufacturing, retailing, and sales.
After realizing drug use is a social dilemma and
not a criminal one, our international relations will
improve with foreign countries because ethnocentricity is no longer tolerated in the world. So as one
can see, this bill’s intention to rid our society of
drugs is good, but not realisitic. The bill’s provi
sion is an irrational idea, made in haste by in
dividuals so displaced from the source (society),
that they have lost focus of the real issue. Drugs
are a social issue, not a criminal problem. All we
must do to see the future is look at the past. Dur
ing liquor prohibition, the underworld flourished,
but with the repeal was displaced and thus, started
to provide new drugs.
Raymond Husum is a senior business major with
a finance concentration.

Letters Policy
Letters to the editor should be typed, double spaced, and
longer than 300 words. They should include the author's name,
dress, phone number, and major/tiile. Please submit letters
Graphic Arts Building, room 226, in the box marked '"Letters to
Editor. "
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Access information
Columns appearing in Access are contributed by the population at
large, and do not necessarily reflect the opinions o f the Mustang
Daily editors. The purpose o f this column is to create a forum for
ideas on campus. To contribute, contact the Opinion page editor.
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L etterm an, W hirly Girls m ake
‘to p 10’ o f unusual scholarships
unclaimed each year that if it
was divided up, everyone would
receive about $600.
“ At most universities the fi
nancial aid office is mostly con
cerned with state and federallyfunded financial aid,’’ Cassidy
said. “ Generally there is so much
that goes into the processing of
the state and federal money that
it is almost impossible to ac
commodate the private sectors.
“ The private sector has been a
sleeper for a long time, but with
the amount of unpaid loans, state
and federal funds are decreasing
rapidly,’’ Cassidy said. “ Right
now there is about $20 billion in
outstanding loans’’ so the gov
ernment is withdrawing.
Gargiulo said that scholarship
research continues everyday.
“ Some of the scholarships avail
able have been around for a while
and are a little more establish
ed,’’ Gargiulo said, “ but we’re
continually looking for more.’’

Gargiulo said. “ But of course
staff Writer
they’re all legitimate.’’
Gargiulo said that the business
For those who don’t drink, began nine years ago when Dan
smoke, play rough sports and Cassidy, a college student at the
live anywhere but Mt, Carmel, time and now NSRS president,
there’s scholarship money out began researching alternative
there for the asking.
scholarships.
Or, for women pilots who
Cassidy said that out of all the
prefer helicopters, the Interna scholarships available to stu
tio n al W om en’s H elicopter dents, 80 percent come from the
Pilots/ Whirly Girls Scholarship private sector. “ And generally
has a $4,000 grant to help en they aren’t too interested in what
courage careers in vertical flight.
students’ grades are or how
Where do scholarships like much their parents m ake,’’
these come from? They are Cassidy said.
researched and brought to stu
“ We have a list of ‘top 10’
dents’ attention by the National scholarships and they are really
Scholarship Research Service. some of the most unusual,’’ he
“ These are just some of the more added. “ Number one on our list
crazy scholarships,’’ said Joseph is the
D avid
L e tte rm a n
Gargiulo, public relations direc Telecommunications Scholarship
tor for NSRS.
Program. We put Letterman at
Gargiulo said that NSRS offers number one because he always
more than 200,000 scholarships. has the ‘top 10’ on his show.’’
“ Lots of the scholarships that we
Cassidy said that so many
offer are pretty non-traditional,’’ scholarships and monies go
By Me^an Owings
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Poly art and design professor
creates Hearst Castle postcard

alL that glitters
A Unique Jewelry Store

Proudly Announces Our

“ It’s kind of fun doing art that is
going to be utilized,” he said.
“ Stamps are really different; you
have to think about how the
drawing is going to look like as a
stamp. You can’t focus on too
much detail.”

By Marie Byrne
Staff Writer

Annual

A commemorative post card,
featuring Hearst Castle as a part
of the U.S. Postal Service’s His
toric Preservatation series of ar
ch itec tu ral lan d m ark s, was
designed by a Cal Poly art pro
fessor.

^SA L E
O n c e -A -Y e a r G e n u in e Discounts

Reynolds was born and raised
in San Luis Obispo and attended
the Art Center College of Design
in Los Angeles. For seven years
he served as a regional artist for
Ford Motor Company’s national
publication. Ford Times.

The post card, w'hich was
issued on Sept. 20, was designed
by Robert Reynolds of the art
and
d e sig n
d e p a r tm e n t.
Reynolds said he worked on the
project off and on for more than
two years.

on our entire inventory of

Fine Jewelry, M ountings
and Loose Stones!
C o m e In and Register to

He received his m aster’s
degree in education from Cal Po
ly and has been teaching here for
25 years. While doing graduate
work, he began teaching drawing
and
watercolor painting to ar
chitecture students.

T he id ea o f a sta m p
highlighting Hearst Castle came
from Woody Frey, an ornamental
horticulture professor, who is
p residen t
of a statew ide
organization called Friends of
Hearst Castle. Reynolds said
Frey asked him if he would make
some sketches for the stamp. Al
though the U.S. Postal Service
didn’t feel Hearst Castle quali
fied as a stamp, it was made a
part of the post-card series.

WIN
A Beautiful Ladies Diamond Ring
Valued at over $1,000.00

Drawing to be held Saturday, October 1st
Layaway N ow for Christmas!
— Financing Available —

Sale Ends Friday, S ep te m b er 30th
Madonna Road Plaza - San Luis Obispo
5 4 4 -C E M S

Mustang Daily

“ 1 didn’t have a burning desire
to be a teacher, but the opportu
nity presented itself,” Reynolds
said. “ 1 talked to Paul Neeil
about it, and there were some
openings. I’ve taught full time in
the art department ever since.
“ 1 really like teaching art. 1
can share a lot with the students,
their successes and failures. 1
don’t
do much discouraging. 1
believe everyone has the ability

(4 3 6 7 )

Reynolds is working on more
drawings for stamps.
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Reynolds and his watercolor
paintings were featured in Amer
ican Artist, a national magazine,
earlier this year.
He is on leave for one year
while working on a series
highlighting the four seasons of
the High Sierras. The series will
be on display in the University
Union Gallery in September
1989.

Hurricane
little threat
to launch

SIGN UP TO Plfí¥l

SPOKr OK

to express themselves in some
way.”
Reynolds teaches students in
all majors. He said that looking
at a person’s major doesn’t
always indicate talent.
He worked at Hearst Castle
during the summers when he was
young.
“ 1 got my first art history
lessons working there,” Reynolds
said. “ I used to look at the paint
ings and sculptures and then
research them. That is also where
I
le a r n e d
about
Greek
mythology.”
He has done many art projects
for the community, such as the
logo for Apple Farm restaurant
and its mill house, and also a
serigraph for the San Luis
O bispo
C ounty
Symphony
Association.

GMAC
f in a n c ia l s e r v io

S

C196a

General Motors..’.'sharing your future”

CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla.
(AP) — NASA heard from its
weather experts today that Hur
ricane Helene probably won’t af
fect next week’s launch of space
shuttle Discovery and prepara
tions continued uninterrupted for
beginning the countdown.
If everything stays on sched
ule, the countdown begins at
12:01 a.m. EDT Monday.
“ The direction and speed of the
hurricane pose no threat to the
launch,” said Ron Rand, an Air
Force lieutenant colonel. Air
Force forecasters predicted that
the skies on launch morning,
Thursday, would have the 7-mile
visibility that is required.
Meanwhile, “ CBS News West
57th” reported today that three
safety engineers who worked at
Morton Thiokol, which made the
shuttle’s booster rockets, see
potentially catastrophic pro
blems with
the
redesigned
rockets.
The former Thiokol engineers,
according to a transcript of the
report to be broadcast tonight,
said they would not ride on the
space shuttle.
One engineer, Stephen Agee of
Renton, Wash., said he was so
concerned in 1987 that his
reports of possible hazards were
not getting to NASA that he
went to the FBI, which CBS said
was conducting an investigation.
Agee and another Thiokol
employee, Anthony Laine of
Phoenix, filed federal court suits
against Thiokol earlier this
month in Chicago, claiming they
were fired for attempting to in
form NASA of problems involv
ing the rocket motors after the
Challenger accident,
A spokesman for the Kennedy
Space Center, Richard Young,
said: “ We checked this thing
thoroughly. All components wee
checked out. We had five full-up
(full-scale) tests and we have
confident they are going to fly.”
Hurricane Helene remained
over the Atlantic, well away from
land today. If a hurricane ap
proached and the threatened
wind speed at the launch pad ex
ceeded a sustained 48 mph or
gusts of 73 mph, NASA would
consider rolling the shuttle back.
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Mustangs win 15
By Terry Lightfoot
Sports Editor

The Cal Poly Mustang football team
notched their first mark in the win column
with a strong defensive showing over the
Angelo State Rams in a non-conference
game Saturday night, winning IS-8.
After two lackluster performances this
season, the Mustangs came out fired up
and hitting hard.
On the Rams’ first possession, cornerback Rene Oliver seperated a Ram receiver
from the ball on the 25-yard line.
The Mustangs recovered and after a
first down. Cal Poly’s drive stalled and
they had to settle for a 32-yard field goal
by Dan Eastman.
That field goal gave the Mustangs a 3-0
lead and more importantly, it was the first
time this season that Cal Poly had scored
before the fourth quarter.
The Mustang defensive was a mainstay
in the Ram backfield as they held Angelo
State to minus 26 yards on the night. The
Rams had previously averaged almost 200
yards per game rushing.
Unable to run the ball the Rams turned
to the pass, but Tom Carey, John Fassett
and a host of other Mustangs stampeded
over the Ram pass protection to sack
quarterback Mickey Russell seven times
in the night and force two interceptions.
Offensively, the only sustained drive by
the Mustangs came when quarterback
Keith Jarrett came in for Tom Sullivan
who had been shaken up on the previous
drive. .
Jarrett engineered the 53-yard drive by
completing several third down passes.
On a fourth-and-three the Mustangs
opted to try for the first down instead of
the field goal.
Jarrett hit freshman wide-out Rick
Lineweaver, who made a spectacular div
ing catch to keep the drive alive.
After the first down Cal Poly played
conservatively and ran three running
plays between the tackles, setting up a
21-yard field gaol attempt.
Eastman, who before Saturday’s game
was 1-4 in field goal trys, nailed his second
of three field goals giving the Mustangs a
6-0 lead.
On the kickoff the Rams fumbled and
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Mustang field goal kicker Dan Eastman
celebrates after one of his three fieldgoals
Saturday night.

Poly recovered on their own 45-yard line.
Sullivan returned to the lineup, dropped
back to pass, and was nailed by Ram de
fenders for a 16-yard loss, pushing the ball
back to the Ram 40-yard line.
The Mustangs must have seen some
thing good on that play, because Sullivan
dropped back again and this time he found
a wide-open Terry Cole streaking to the
endzone on a post pattern.

With the score 12-0 Coach Lyle Setencich decided to go for the two-point con
version that would have given the
Mustangs a two-touchdown lead.
On the attempt Sullivan rolled to his
right, but overthrew the receiver in the
endzone.
After the kickoff the Rams moved the
ball impressively downfield, moving the
ball down to the 29-yard line before

Russell was intercepted by Edward Gerrard in the end zone to halt the threat with
2:30 left in the half.
When the Rams got their first posses
sion of the second half they threatened
again. Russell was hitting short quick
passes, moving the ball downfield against
the Mustangs.
Once again the Mustangs rose to the
challenge on fourth down and less than a
yard on the 11-yard line, by stacking up
the Rams in the backfield for a loss.
Midway through the fourth quarter,
Eastman nailed a 44-yard field goal to give
the Mustangs a 15-0 lead.
Just when Chick Hearn was putting the
game in the refrigerator the Rams
mounted a drive with about two minutes
to go. Starting the drive on the 25-yard
line, Angelo State was helped by several
personal fouls against the Mustangs. On a
fourth-and-20 the Cal Poly defense was
caught holding, which kept the Ram drive
alive.
Harassed all night by Cal Poly, Russell
finally had time on a first and goal from
the eight. Russell hit a receiver on a post
corner pattern for the touchdown.
Angelo Slate Coach Jerry Vandergrift
knew he had to go for a two-point conver
sion in order to gain at least a tie.
Mustang defensive lineman Fassett
sacked the Ram QB on the play but Poly
was caught holding. The Rams made the
most of the reprieve by scoring with a
lunge over the top.
With 45 seconds left the chance of the
Rams coming back were slim to none. But
reminiscent of the
Cameron game last
weekend the Mustangs front line on the
kick-off let the obvious onside kick roll by
and the Rams recovered on the 49-yard
line.
On the first play Donald Cleek sacked
Russell. Then an incomplete pass stopped
the clock with 13 seconds left.
Unable to find a receiver on the next
play, Russell was flushed from the pocket
and was tackled as lime ran out.
The win brings the Mustangs record to
1-2 on the season and 0-1 in the con
ference.
Next week the Mustangs travel to Northridge to take on the seventh-ranked
Matadors.

Lady Mustangs lose two games
UCI halts win streak

By Julie Schmidt
Stall Writar

UC Irvine ended the Cal Poly Women’s
Volleyball team’s winning streak Friday
night
with a five game upset over the
Lady Mustangs.
"All good things must come to an end,’’
Coach Mike Wilton said after the loss.
With a 7-3 record between the two teams,
UC Irvine Coach Mike Puritz said,
“ beating Cal Poly at home is a definite
high point in the season.’’
An enthusiastic crowd filled Mott Gym,
and after a traditional presentation of
Hawaiian leis by Coach Wilton, the two
teams
started off slowly. Strong play by
returning players, senior Erin Dieters,
junior Michelle Hansen and sophomore
Kerry House, carried the Mustangs to a
15-8 victory.
The second game had the Lady
Mustangs catching their breath, as the
Irvine Anteaiers pulled quickly to 9-2 lead
with 6-4 middle blocker Kris Roberts and

outside hitter Paula Dallas at the helm.
The Mustangs tried but couldn’t pull
together long enough to regain the lead
and lost 15-11.
"We are still streaky, going real strong
one minute, and playing real scrappy the
next. We have to find some consistency,”
Wilton said.
The Mustangs show their inconsistent
play as they lost the next game 15-9. But
once again the ladies came back in the
fourth game to win 15-6, led by stuff
blocks by Karen Anderson and House, and
the hitting of Hansen.
The time for the "never say die” at
titude came with the fifth game, but didn’t
lead to points for the Lady Mustangs. A
few questionable calls pepped up the
crowd and ignited some blocking and hit
ting, but the passing game by Poly never
quite made its entrance.
"Without a pass we have no offense,”
Wilton said. The fifth game passed Poly
up 15-6.
House led Poly with 16 kills and four
See IRVINE, page 6
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Ladys 0-2 in conference
By Kelley Cummins

Staff Writer

After 10 straight wins on the
road, Cal Poly’s Women’s
Volleyball Team suffered a loss
to Long Beach State Saturday
night.
The Lady Mustangs lost three
out of four games to lose the
match, which now gives them an
overall record of 11-2 and an 0-2
record in Big West Conference
play.
Long Beach dominated the
Mustangs by winning the first
and second games, 15-11 and
15-10. Cal Poly literally hit back
against Long Beach to win the
third game with a score of 15-9.
Long Beach came back to win
the fourth game and match, scor
ing 15-10.
“ We played all three home
games regretfully. This is not the
same team I took on the road to
win 10 straight matches,’’ said
Cal Poly’s Head Coach Mike
Wilton.
This type of a win/lose pattern
has happened before.
“ We’ve had this type of a pro
blem several times in past years.
It’s not new to me,” Wilton said.
“ Maybe we try to hard at home.
I’m not sure.”
He said that top Mustang

players were middle blocker
Jessica Bennett, outside hitter
Amy Svikhart, and new-commer
to the squad, Jeannine Thomas,
playing as a back row substitute.
“ Setter Kim Kaaiai also played
good once we started giving her
something to work with. She did
a good job,” Wilton said.
A main problem for the team
was service errors. Cal Poly
totaled 14 service errors during
the match.
“ We played good defense, but
we should have served better.
Long Beach has a good offense,
and if we don’t serve well they
could be able to run us over and
did,” he said.
The second hardship for the
Lady Mustangs is what Wilton
calls “ absenteeism.”
“ Coming to play ready is im
portant,” he said. “ We can stick
six bodies in the game, but if
they’re not ready to play, there’s
an awful lot of errors.”
“ We got better, but not better
enough ,’’Wilton said. “ I’m look
ing for a silver lining, because
there’s lots of dark clouds.”
The silver lining could have
appeared during the third game.
“ Our best game had to be the
third one. We past a lot better
than all the other games. That
means we passed well enough to
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aces while Hansen had 18 kills.
Poly committed 39 errors, while
Irvine had 25.
In prepration for Saturday
night’s game with Long Beach,
Wilton asked the girls to “ appeal
to their sense of pride, because
lately we’ve been living a lie.”
Wilton said that the Lady
Mustangs even though the
Mustangs have a good record
they haven’t been playing up to
their potential.
The Mustangs are on the road
next week, visitng San Jose
State on Friday and The Univer
sity of the Pacific Saturday.

Gold medal,
world record
for Johnson
SEOUL, South Korea (AP) —
Ben Johnson led Carl Lewis to
the wire in the fastest 100 meters
ever run, with four men under 10
seconds. He lowered his world
record from 9.83 to 9.79 and
declared the 9.75 barrier now
within reach.
“ I’m saving that for next
year,” Johnson said.
Lewis finished the 100 in 9.92,
three strides behind Johnson in
the 100 meters. The shouting
was over, the duel was done, and
it wasn’t even close.
“ The most important thing is
to beat Carl Lewis,’’ said
Canada’s “ Big Ben,” who has
beaten Lewis in six of their last
seven meetings.
“ He ran a great race, obvious
ly, because it was a great time,”
Lewis said of Johnson.

C H A P TER ONE
QUIZ
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III

become a threat with our front
row hitters,” Assistant Coach
Craig Cummings said.
Both coaches agree that the
team will have their work cut out
for them during their next four
workouts.
“ We’ve got things to do for the
week. We’ve got some things to
figure out, line-up changes
maybe. Maybe we will take a
look at that,” Wilton said.
The team will be on the road
this week, playing conference
matches against San Jose State
and University of Pacific.
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LAPD surveillance questioned
LOS ANGELES (AP) — A
secretive Los Angeles Police
Department unit has made fewer
arrests but shot more suspects
than other units, and has watch
ed as criminals commit felonies, a
newspaper reported Sunday.
In a study of records obtained
in part through the California
Public Records Act, the Los
Angeles Times found that in 17
of 32 cases examined. Special
Investigations Detectives had
apparent justification to arrest
the criminals they were following
before serious crimes were com
mitted.
And the paper said there were
instances in which well-armed
SIS detectives watched as vic
tims were threatened.

they can use deadly force.”
Since it was formed in 1965,
detectives in the 19-member
Special Investigations Section
have killed 23 suspects and
wounded 23 others, according to
police records.
The Times said that was the
most shootings for such a unit
within the department.
The Times investigation found
no instances in which innocent
victims were wounded or killed
by criminals during an SIS
surveillance.
Monthly summaries of the
squad’s activities show that
suspects were arrested in fewer
than one-fourth of its 1987
surveillances.
In 1987 the unit arrested 36
suspects, an average of less than
“ There’s a separate subculture two arrests per man, at a cost of
involved there, a very macho $1 million in salaries and over
subculture,” a retired high-rank time, the Times reported.
ing officer knowledgable in the
Other officers in the 7,400unit’s operations told the Times. member LAPD made 75,362
“ They ju st let situ atio n s felony arrests last year, the
degenerate to the point where records showed.

Chief Daryl F. Gates declined
to be interviewed about the
special squad, but Cmdr. William
Booth defended the unit.
“ We’re dealing with people
who we have a lot of reasons to
believe are involved in extreme
forms of violence and so we’re
watching them and there’s not
much we can do until they vio
late the law,” Booth said.
“ We think we’re protecting the
public this way,” he added. “ We
think the public agrees.”
However the chairman of the
Department of Justice, Law and
Society at American University
in Washington raised questions
about the unit’s tactics.
“ I’ve never seen anything like
this,” said James J. Fyfe, who is
also a former New York City
police lieutenant.
“ The fundamental standard of
police work is to protect life.
That’s not consistent with a
strategy in which you let a guy
rob a place and hope he doesn’t
kill someone.”
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Justice says
capital cases
overloading
civil court
MONTEREY, Calif. (AP) —
State Supreme Court Justice
Stanley Mosk said Saturday the
court’s heavy load of death
sentence appeals threatens to
make civil law in California “ a
casualty of the death penalty.”
“ The tragic fact is that impor
tant civil cases are not being
heard because of the overwhelm
ing presence of death penalty
cases,” Mosk said in a panel
discussion at the State Bar’s an
nual meeting.
The court of Chief Justice
Malcolm Lucas has issued an
unprecedented 48 death penalty
rulings this year, compared to 68
death penalty decisions in seven
years by the previous court
headed by Chief Justice Rose
Bird.
Nevertheless, 174 death penal
ty appeals remain pending, about
the same backlog that existed
when Bird and Justices Cruz
Reynoso and Joseph Grodin were
rejected by voters and left office
last year.
Meanwhile, the court has
issued only 44 other rulings in all
other legal areas this year, along
with 20 decisions in lawyer
discipline cases. Some civil mat
ters such as major cases on
employee firings and corporate
mergers, have been pending for
more than 18 months and the
court is taking fewer new cases
than in the past.
“ I think we have to take some
drastic steps or civil cases will
not be heard for years into the
future, and civil law in California
will be a casualty of the death
penalty,” said Mosk, a veteran of
24 years on the court.
He renewed his proposal of
several years ago to increase the
number of justices from seven to
11 and create separate fivemember courts for civil and
criminal cases, with the chief
ju stic e serving as an a d 
ministrator and an available
substitute on either court.
The proposal 6s gained little
support so far, because of ques
tions about complications posed
by two “ supreme courts” and
objections to letting the gov
ernor make four more appoint
ments.
But Mosk said the time may be
right for a radical change, with
capital cases threatening to
crowd out most others on the
court’s docket.
a.
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Calendar
Monday

•The A .S.l. is sponsoring
social dance classes. Classes will
begin at 6:30 p.m. in the
Agriculture building, room 220.
The fee is $20 per month. No
partner is needed. For more in
formation call 543-7864.
Tuesday

•Senior project and term paper
clinics will be held in the library
on Tuesday, Sept. 27th through
Thursday, Oct. 6th in room 12.
For further information contact
Wayne Montgomery at ext.
2649.
•Swing into fall with western
dance classes. Classes meet at 7
p.m. in Graphic Arts, room 106.
The fee is $20 per month. No
partner is needed. For more in
formation call 543-7864.
•A product manager from
Varian Associates, Jay Hoey,

will be speaking in the Architec
ture building, room 225 at 11
a.m. Varian Associates is a radial
therapy firm. The American
Marketing Association is spon
soring the event.
Wednesday

•Golden Key National Honor
Society will be meeting in the
University Union, room 216 at 5
p.m. New members are invited.
•The 1988 Thrash-a-Thon is
here! The event will begin Wed
nesday, Sept. 28 at midnight in
the U.U. plaza. The 72 non-stop
hours of skateboarding will raise
money for the American Cancer
Society. Lambda Chi Alph is
sponsoring the event. Fraternity
members are now collecting
pledges for the Thrash-a-Thon.
Anyone interested in supporting
the American Cancer Society is
asked to call 543-1481 or 5438830.

From page 1
enough teachers to fill the jobs
that retiring teachers will leave
behind.
‘‘When 1 go to schools and col
leges, 1 always ask people how
many of them are planning on
becoming teachers, and 1 am
lucky if five hands go up,” said
Dukakis,
In describing his party’s plat
form, Dukakis stressed the im
portance of a strong economy, a
clean environment, and an im
proved educational system for
the United States.
He also spoke about his fa
ther’s commitment to the en
vironment and condemned off
shore oil drilling along the Cen
tral Coast, calling Vice President
George Bush “ part of the en
vironmental wrecking crew.”

A Full LineMatural Food Cooperative
Owned and operated
by the members...
The Llowest prices
in the county.

10% O F F
AN Y PURCHASE

Off Broad Street just behind
the Circle K Market.
745 Francis Street
San Luis Obispo

544-7928
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Scanners to speed service at El Corral
By Stephanie Allen
staff Writar

Q U ES TA FOOD
C O -O P E R A T IV E

John Dukakis talks politics

Students may find a surprise
when they purchase items at El
Corral Bookstore winter quarter
— quicker and more efficient
service.
The installation of new register
scanning devices, similar to
those at supermarkets, will result
in faster service, said Nick
Routh, merchandising manager
at El Corral.
“ Our target is to start scann
ing books winter quarter — aca
demic supplies and electronic
supplies and general merchandis
ing by fall 1989,” said Routh.
El Corral plans to test the
register scanning equipment in
January.
Routh said the scanning
equipment is needed because the
current system has resulted in an

oversupply of inventory which
did not meet customer need.
“ It really is an archaic system
at this time,” Routh said.
The new system can be set up
in sections within the bookstore
and facilitate inventory control,
he said.
“ The overall goal is to meet the
custom er’s needs by having
fewer out-of-stock items and to
be able to lower our overall in
ventory dollar
investm ent,”
Routh said.
C om puter
and
S oftw are
Enterprises of San Luis Obispo
developed the software for the
scanning system.
“ They developed the software
for the textbook system already
in use,” said Routh.
C om puter
and
S o ftw are
Enterprises has worked with El
Corral for several years to
develop the computer, retail

m erch an d ise and
textbook
systems, Routh said.
El Corral is now testing the
software used with the scanning
equipment.
“ The scanners we’re looking at
are table-mounted, like the ones
at Lucky Supermarkets,” Routh
said.
“ The existing registers can be
modified for the new system.”
Routh said the new system can
track items individually.
“ This system will tell us when
we are dangerously low on a cer
tain item,” he said. “ Right now,
everything is done manually.”
Since the new system permits
tracking of individual items,
Routh will know if displays are
placed properly within the store,
for maximum visibility.
The system can be essential in
identifying the success of a pro
motion, Routh said.
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Governor signs 12 anti-drug bills
Legislation outlaws gang activity, stiffens penalties
SACRAMENTO (AP) — Gov.
George Deukmejian signed 12
bills to fight drugs and street
gangs Saturday, saying the new
laws would “ help us move
toward our goal of a drug-free
California.”
The bills outlaw participation
in street gangs, stiffen penalities
for some drug offenses, make it
easier for police to check criminal

records and seize drug dealers’
assets, crack down on schoolyard
drug dealers, and require judges
to suspend the drivers’ licenses
of youths convicted of drug and
alcohol offenses.
“ The scourge of drug abuse is
directly related to criminal youth
gang activity, since many gangs
are heavily involved in and
dependent upon illegal drug traf

ficking and use,” Deukmejian
said in his weekly radio address.
The Republican governor add
ed: “ I wish to commend the
Legislature for passing these new
laws which demonstrate our
resolve to support local law en
forcement in its effort to gang up
on gang crime.”
The measures will take effect
Jan. I.

Students, faculty & staff can
FREE on SLO Transit
Ouses ANYWHERE In
San Luis Oblspof

Deukemejian vetoes move to establish
voluntary inmate AIDS research effort
SACRAMENTO (AP) — Gov.
George Deukmejian said Satur
day that he has vetoed a bill that
would have allow ed state
prisoners to volunteer as test
subjects for experimental AIDS
drugs.
“ This bill is unnecessary in
that there is no evidence that
there are insufficient numbers of

persons in the free community
willing to be test subjects for
development of AIDS-related
drugs,” Deukmejian said in his
veto message.
“ Moreover, I believe it is not
a p p ro p ria te to rein tro d u ce
biomedical research into the
prison system given the history
on this issu e ,” said the

Republican governor.
The state ended the use of in
mates for such research in 1980,
he said.
T he
b ill,
A B 3009
by
Assemblyman Dick Floyd, DHawthorne, would have allowed
AIDS research on adult and ju
venile inmates in state prisons
and Youth Authority facilities.

SHOW YOUR ID &
RIDE FREE!
For more information
C ALL 541-B U S S

EIGsrioJ
Bookstoie
ffers a complete
selection of ALL
your supply needs.

U.S. firm seeks abortion drug approval
NEWARK, N.J. (AP) — A
New jersey company is consider
ing seeking U.S. Food and Drug
Administration permission to
begin testing a French-made
drug that induces abortions early
in pregnancy, a scientist said.
Gynopharma Inc. of Somerville
had been awaiting the results of
French government tests before
applying for permission to
market the drug in the United
States, Dr. Gary Hogden, an ex
pert in reproductive medicine.

told The New York Times.
The French government on
Friday authorized use of RU 486,
or mifepristone, an anti-hormone
c h e m ic a l
th a t
in te r r u p ts
pregnancy by blocking the im
plantation of a fertilized egg on
the uterine wall.
It must be administered by the
49th day following the last men
strual period.
Hodgen, scientific director of
th e
Jo n e s
I n s t i tu t e
fo r
Reproductive Medicine at the

Eastern Virginia Medical School
in Norfolk, Va., said in Satur
day’s editions of the Times that
he has discussed marketing
strategies with executives from
the
French
m a n u fa c tu re r,
Roussel Uclaf Co.
He said FDA approval would
mean the drug could be
m anufactured in the United
States under a licencing agree
m ent
b e tw ee n
th e
tw o
companies.
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Right now, you have three chances
to win one of Sony’s Diseman'“CD
players— including the exciting Sony
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"arch new 3-inch CDs. And even if you miss
out on the CD player, you may still win
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Founder of California missions moves toward sainthood
VATICAN CITY (AP) — Pope
John Paul II on Sunday beatified
a Spanish priest revered as the
founder of California’s missions
but reviled by some who say he
whipped and enslaved the In
dians he worked to convert.
The Rev. Junipero Serra mov
ed a step toward sainthood when
he was made a “ blessed” of the
Roman Catholic Church along
with five other people, including
a Mexican priest executed by a
firing squad.
John Paul beatified the six in
an open-air Mass in St. Peter’s
Square before a golden altar
flanked by flowers and Swiss
guards in gold, blue and red
uniforms.
Speaking in English, the pope
called Serra, an 18th century
Franciscan monk, “ a shining ex
ample of Christian virtue and the
missionary spirit.”
“ His great goal was to bring
the Gospel to the native peoples
of America, so that they too
might be ‘consecrated in the
truth,” ’ John Paul told a crowd

of 20,000 people, some of whom
wore paper hats to protect them
from the sun during the threehour ceremony.
“ He sowed the seeds of Chris
tian faith amid the momentous
changes wrought by the arrival
of European settlers in the New
World. It was a field of mis
sionary endeavor that required
patience,
perserverance
and
humility, as well as vision and
courage,” the pontiff said.
Serra founded the first nine
missions in what is now Califor
nia, and his order eventually
established 21. During his U.S.
visit a year ago, John Paul stood
before Serra’s grave at the
Carmel Mission Basilica and
praised the monk for his mis
sionary work among the Indians.
Critics say Serra stole the In
dians’ lands, refused to allow
them to leave the missions, forc
ed them to work in the fields or
on construction projects and ex
posed them to European diseases
to which they had no resistance.
A group of nine historians.

S p e a k in g
in
E n g lish ,
th e p o p e called S e rra ,
a n 18th ce n tu ry F ra n 
ciscan m o n k , ‘a shining
ex am p le
of
C h ristia n
v irtu e
and
th e
m is
sio n a ry
spirit* ... S erra
fo u n d e d th e first nine
m issions
in
w h at
is
now C a lifo rn ia , a n d his
order
eventually
estab lish ed 21.
asked by Bishop Thaddeus
Shubsda of Monterey, Calif., to
give their opinions on Serra, said
in a report last year that Indians
were abused in the missions, but
they found no evidence to sup
port charges against Serra
himself.
“ Indians and soldiers mourned
his death and immediately called
him Blessed Father,’’ said
Shubsda when he made the for-

Priests face immigration probe
LOS ANGELES (AP) — Three Roman Catholic
priests who offer sanctuary to illegal immigrants
will be investigated by federal immigration
authorities who contend the priests encourage
lawlessness, officials said.
Immigration and Naturalization Service officials
disclosed plans for the investigation Friday while
announcing the arrest of a Salvadoran national
who admitted breaking more than SI0,000 worth of
windows at INS offices downtown.
Wilson Menendez, 27, told authorities he used a
metal pipe to smash large glass windows and doors
ai the the Federal Building last Tuesday night
because he was angry at the U.S. government, the
INS said.

Menendez is among the hundreds of illegal im
migrants who seek shelter each night at Our Lady
Queen of the Angels, a church the Olvera Street
plaza commonly known as La Placita, said INS
District Director Ernest Gustafson.
Gustafson said the INS is not singling out the
sancuary movement, but focusing on the actions of
the three priests. He said they have advocated il
legal activities in their public statements and in a
newspaper column.
In the article in Wednesday’s Los Angeles
Times, the priests encouraged employers to con
tinue hiring undocumented workers despite the
1986 immigration reform law, arguing that human
rights of the undocumented are above the law.

ON

mal request for Serra’s beatifica
tion to the pope.
Rev. Miguel Agustin Pro, a
Jesuit priest executed by Mex
ican police in 1927, was the only
martyr to be beatified Sunday.
He died at the height of the con
flict between the Roman Catholic
Church and the anti-clerical par
ty that started the Mexican rev
olution
and still governs
the
country.
Pro,
who was ordained in
Belgium and returned to his
native land in 1926, was accused
of taking part in an attempt to
kill Mexican ruler Gen. Alvaro
Obregon. He was arrested and
executed without a trial.
John
Paul praised Pro for
organizing secret communion
services during “ the years of
persecution,” but some believe
Pro also was a political activist
who disguised himself as a
laborer and mingled with the
working classes.
Photographs show Pro kneel
ing in prayer, then standing be
fore a government firing squad

First woman voted bishop
BOSTON (AP) — Members of
the nation’s largest Episcopal
diocese on Saturday elected the
first woman bishop in the history
of the church.
Barbara C. Harris, 58, a priest
at Philadelphia’s Church of the
Advocate, was elected suffragan,
or assistant, bishop for the
eastern Massachusetts diocese,
the largest in the country in
terms of both geography and
population.
After eight ballots, Harris

I THE

t
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defeated the Rev. Marshall Hunt,
276 to 224. When balloting
started, there were six can
didates, including two women.
Women are increasingly being
nominated for bishop in the
Episcopal church but until
Saturday none had won election.
The church first approved the
ordination of female priests in
1976. The church’s general con
vention this summer in Lambeth,
England, approved for the first
lime naming a woman bishop.

RIZON

Kaiüa Alpha Theta is comiH to Cal Poly San Luis
and we want you to Ain in our celebration!
Theta's

with his arms open and holding a
rosary and a crucifix before col
lapsing and receiving the coup de
grace from a police officer.
Just before he died. Pro
shouted, “ Christ the king lives.”
The Mexican government has
made no official comment about
the beatification. But a leftist
magazine, Proceso, called it “ a
slap in the face o f the
revolution.”
Others beatified Sunday were
the Cardinal Giuseppe Benedetto
Dusmet, a 19th century arch
bishop of the Sicilian city of
Catania who devoted his life to
the poor; and the Rev. Francesco
Faa di Bruno, a 19th century
Italian priest who founded an
order of nuns.
The pope also beatified the
R ev.
F re d e ric
Jan sso o n e
Bollengier, a French missionary
in the Holy Land and Canada
who died in 1916, and Josefa
Naval Girbes, a 19th century
Spanish woman who opened
catechism schools for young
people and adults.

is p o ,

soon be flying at Cal P olyJlp L u is Obispo, and we invite

help us celebrate.

•

We re looking fbf outstanding young women, lil^you, who are eager to form l^ '^ g friendships, gain leadership
^
experier^ and share their talents.
We*d like to get to know you and tell you more a l ^ ^ a p p a Alpha Theta. Sinply^^jj^up for an interview at the
Student Lite and Ai||vities Office, University U n i ^ ^ 2 l 7 . Interviews will be held l^ n d a y , October 10 and
Tuesday, October 11 f r ^ 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. in Chum ash^ditorium . An open house
party will be held
^unday, October 9 from 5:30 t(S :3 0 p.m. at Chumash Auditorii
more information call P anhel^ ic Adviser Walt Lambert at.

1476.

■

W e're looking feii|Hvard to celebrating with yoi
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One set of
picturesjust
isn’t enough!”

oom -tem p. superconductivity
limpossible w ithout innovations
LOS ANGELES (AP) — The
[dream o f creatin g
room jtemperature superconductors is
limpossible unless researchers
Istumble upon materials different
[than those they are now develop|ing, new studies suggest.
But the findings aren’t disapjpointing because they will help
(scientists design better super[conductors — materials that
[transmit
electricity
without
[resistance — and develop a
[theory to explain superconduc[tivity, said Thomas F. George,
[natural sciences dean at the
(state University of New York at
[Buffalo.
Various copper oxides are now
Ithe best superconductors under
[development by scientists, but
[they work only if chilled to at
least 234 degrees below zero
Fahrenheit. Commercially avail
able superconductors must be
kept much colder with liquid
helium , an expensive and
[cumbersome process.
Researchers hope that if they
lean create room-temperature
superconductors, it may be fea
sible to build faster, smaller
computers; cheaper, super-effi¡cient power transmission lines;
300-mph trains that float above
tracks; and incredibly powerful
magnets to help produce elec
tricity from nuclear fusion.
"It will not be possible with
this class of (copper oxide) mate

rials to get room-temperature
s u p e r c o n d u c t iv i t y ,”
sa id
C a lif o r n ia
I n s t i tu t e
of
Technology chemist William A.
Goddard, who will present his
study here Monday during the
American Chemical Society’s
annual meeting, which started
Sunday.
Researchers eventually may
discover other compounds that
superconduct electricity at room
temperature, but if they do, " it’s
going to come by accident,’’ said
University of Georgia chemist R.
Bruce King, who also will outline
his study Monday.
When electricity is transmitted
by normal conductors, such as
wire, some electricity is con
verted to heat and lost due to
resistance as electrons move
through the wire, just as swim
mers encounter resistance as
they move through water.
S uperconductors
tran sm it
electricity without resistance,
like a swimmer who takes one
stroke and then glides through
the water forever.
The theoretical study by God
dard and his graduate students
was based on fundamental laws
of physics and previous experi
m en ts on s u p e rc o n d u c to r
behavior. It produced a single
m athem atical
eq u atio n
to
describe superconductivity.
If future experiments prove it
correct, the equation predicts

there is no way to fabricate cop
per oxides so they work as
superconductors at temperatures
warmer than 225 degrees Kelvin,
or minus 54 degrees Fahrenheit.
In the second study. King pro
duced a less detailed equation by
analyzing how atoms bind
together in various compounds.
His equation suggests copper ox
ides won’t be able to supercon
duct electricity at temperatures
above 180 degrees Keivin, or
minus 135 degrees Fahrenheit.
The maximum temperature at
which any existing superconduc
tor works is 125 degrees Kelvin,
or minus 234 degrees Fahrenheit.
Goddard’s upper temperature
limit for a copper oxide super
conductor probably is the most
accurate because his equation is
based on more information, said
George, who will preside over the
superconductivity session.
Minus 54 Fahrenheit is much
warmer than dry ice, which has a
temperature of minus 108 Fahr
enheit. So Goddard’s equation
suggests scientists should be
able to develop copper oxide
superconductors that can be
refrigerated with dry ice, which
would make them more practical
than any existing superconduc
tor.
The equations also should pro
vide a m^.thematical basis for
developing a theory to explain
why superconductivity happens.

G et 2 se ts

of KODAKColor Printe
for the price of 1!
Order one set of KODAK Color Prints at the regular price and get a
second set to share. So hurry! Bring in your film today for quality
developing and printing by Kodak. And ask for full details.

K a Offer good through October 1.
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INCREASE
Fro m page 1

the individual campuses range
from $12 a month at Cal Poly to
$18 a month for those campuses
which have no space for lots and
will need structures, such as San
Francisco and San Jose, Walker
I said.

Faculty, librarians and public
safety personnel who are involv
ed in contract negotiations will
continue to pay $7.50 a month
for a parking permit while all
other groups will be required to
pay the increased rate.

Illlliui
MEAL PLAN S

.oHlIIIIIIU^ca

Daily
Dinner Specials:

$2.36
M/T
Cubano Dinner

w/n-i
Shredded Chicken Burrito

-No shopping, cooking or ciean up
-Top quality foods prepared fresh daily
-Four locations convenient to classes

Meal Card Locations
Breakfast

Lurte h

Dinner

vista Grand#
Ca fatarla

M on-Fri
Sal-Sun

7am -9am
6:30anfvnoon

ll a m -l p m
12;15-2pm

4:30-7:30pm
dosed

UnIvarsIty
Dining Room

M on-Fri
Sat-Sun

6:30am -10am
tOam-noon

10:30-1:30pm
12:15-2pm

4:30-7pm
4prrv7pm

Sandwich
Plant

Mon-Fri
Sat-Sun

6 :30am-10am
dosed

10:30am-4pm
closed

dosed
dosed

Snack Bar

Mon-Fri
Sat-Sun

7arrv10am
closed

10:30arTv4pm
closed

dosed
dosed

E/S
Shredded Pork Burrito

LIVE BAND CALEN D AR
S E P T . 28:
S E P T . 30:
O C T. 7:

ALL (formerly the D E S C E N D A N TS )
1
SOUL LIBERATION
BARRACHO y LOCO

D.K.'s West Indies Bar
1121 Broad Street, San Luis Obispo
(805) 543-0223

Quarterly
Quarterly
Quarterly
Quarterly

19
14
6
4

19 meals per week
14 meals per week
6 meals per week
4 lunches per week
(mon thru fri only)

$640
$592

$260
$165

F O U N D A T IO N

Call 756-5939
For further information.
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S tealth w orkers m ay be suffering w ork- related illness
BURBANK, Calif. (AP) —
Many of the 170 Lockheed Corp.
employees suing the company for
illnesses they say were caused by
job conditions are believed to be
working on the top-secret Stealth
aircraft, according to a newspa
per story.
The ailments, ranging from
skin irritation to cancer, alleged
ly killed five workers over the
last eight years and are believed
to be caused by chemicals in the
work place, an attorney for the
workers said.
The company denied it is con
taminating its workers, but con
firmed that many of the sick
employees are working on a
classified project.
The company would not

disclose the nature of the project
or the client.
But the project is believed to
be the Defense Department’s F19, or Stealth, an aircraft the
Pentagon hopes will be able to
fly undetected through enemy
radar, the Los Angeles Herald
Examiner reported Sunday.
Many of the sick employees
come from the plant’s Building
351, where the Stealth is believed
to be under construction, the
paper said.
The illnesses may be caused by
the exotic chemicals used to pro
duce special metals that make
the plane invisible to radar, ac
cording to the report.
A former employee suing the
company described his symp

Te x t b o o k

toms as recurring stomach aches
and a metallic taste in the
mouth. He also said he wakes up
every morning with blood in his
nose.
“ It’s like, something just kind
of creeps up on you,’’ said Floyd
Ivie, 42, now laid off. “ Then
you’ve had it for a while, but you
don’t pay attention, until it
bothers you day after day. Then
you know something’s wrong.’’
But Ivie said that beyond
describing his symptoms, he
can’t give doctors any more in
formation because he signed
papers prohibiting him from
disclosing the type of work he
did at Lockheed.
Doctors have been unable to to
determine what’s wrong with

refunds

Friday, October 7

him and even referred him to
psychiatrists, he said.
An attorney for the workers
also said his clients are tightlipped with him.
“ Workers are so intimidated
by the possibility of criminal
sanctions, they won’t discuss the
case at all,’’ said Timony A. Lar
son. “ They can’t say if it’s a
ship, a plane, or what it is they’re
working on. They can’t even
discuss the client.’’
Larson said he believes the
project is the Stealth.
Lockheed,
which
employs
11,000 to 12,000 workers at its
Burbank plant, denied that it
was to blame for the illnesses.
“ We, of course , are very con
cerned about our employees’

Rep. Boxer fights planned
S.F. bio warfare research
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) — A
congresswoman reacted to a
proposal to conduct biological
warfare research at the Presidio
of San Francisco by calling the
plan “ immoral” and asking that
it be suspended.
Rep. Barbara Boxer, D-Greenbrae, sent a letter to the
Department of Defense asking
for more information and
demanding Assistant Secretary
of Defense Robert Baker stop
any such plan.
“ As someone who finds biolog
ical warfare absolutely immoral.
I’m very disturbed,” she said inan interview Saturday.
“ The
Pentagon
says
everything is defensive when a
lot of things are offensive. The
research is the same. You have to
have the same organisms present
to do the tests,” said Boxer.

“ I’m concerned about the
potential for damage to the en
vironment and to the health of
my constituents — especially
given the Army’s track record on
the issue,” Boxer said.
Chuck Dasey, spokesman for
the U.S. Army Medical Research
and Development Command in
Fort Detrick, Md., said he will
arrive at the Presidio on Monday
to make preparations for the
testing, which could begin before
the end of the year.
Some of the matters to be
studied are the use of snake
venom and plant toxins.
Boxer said she was warned
that if the project did not pro
ceed, 70 toxicology researchers
at the Presidio’s Letterman Ar
my Institute of Research might
lose their jobs. She called the
suggestion “ blackmail.”

^ a /n
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health and well-being,’’ said
spokesman Ross Hopkins.
“ We believe we are providing a
very safe and healthy working
environment for our employees,
who are our greatest asset.’’
Some people, including Sen.
Harry Reid, D-Nevada, are not
convinced.
Reid has called for a federal
investigation into the use of haz
ardous chemicals by defense
contractors like Lockheed.
“ Is Congress and American
industry doing everything it can
to make safe the lives and health
of those working men and women
as they toil on the front lines of
America’s defense? I can tell you
the answer. It is, clearly, ‘no,’’’
said Reid.
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AÜTOBODY, PAINT & TINT SHOP
Q U A L I T Y A U T O B O D Y & P A IN T W O R K

FREE ESTIMATESINSGRANCE WORK GLADLY ACCEPTED
WE STAND BEHIND ALL
COLLISION REPAIRS
•RÜST PROOFING & UNDERCOATING
•QUALITY 3M WINDOW TINTING
•GROUND EFFECT KITS AVAILABLE
•FREE SHUTTLE BUS TO SCHOOL
541-4938

543-7878
BUTTONWOOD INDUSTRIAL PARK
731 BUCKLEY RD. SLO

MICHAEL'S NEW YORK
DELICATESSEN &
RESTAURANT
COCKTAILS SERVED IN
RESTAURANT & LOUNGE

O P E N 7am, 7 D A Y S

785 Higuera Street, San Luis Obispo
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Challenger families won't
attend Discovery launch
HOUSTON (AP) — June
“ NASA needs to focus on the
Scobee says she will watch the launch facility, on the crew and
liftoff of Discovery on television their families,” she said in a re
because her presence at the cent telephone interview. “ For
launch site “ would just remind me to be there would just remind
everyone” of the shuttle disaster everyone of that tragedy. And it
that killed her husband and six would be difficult for me too,”
other crew members,
None of the other Challenger
Mrs. Scobee has not been back families will attend Thursday’s
to Cape Canaveral, Fla., since launch from the Kennedy Space
that chilly morning of Jan. 28, Center. “ I would hate to see
1986, when the Challenger ex a n y t h i n g
happen
to
it
ploded 73 seconds after launch.
(Discovery),” said Bruce Jarvis,
Now Mrs. Scobee, whose hus father of Challenger astronaut
band, Dick, commanded the ill- Gregory Jarvis.
fated ship, said that “ like any
Some of the families have not
other American citizen” she is even decided whether they will
eager for a successful Discovery watch on TV, according to Lisa
mission to get NASA’s manned Turner, a spokeswoman for the
spaceflight program back on Challenger Center, which was set
up in memory of the crew.
track.

Father denies setting up
daughter in mom’s murder
“ I understand — she’s young,
SANTA ANA, Calif. (AP) — A
wealthy
computer
company she wants out,” said Brown, in
owner denied that he set up his the visitors booth at Orange
teen-age daughter for the murder County Jail, where he is being
of his wife and said the girl is held without bail. “ She asked me
now accusing him to get out of if I would take her place. I told
her she’s my daughter and I love
prison.
“ Everyone knows how much her and I’d do anything for her.
my wife and I loved each other. I But I didn’t expect this. I’m still
worshipped my wife. I loved her in shock.”
Brown is scheduled to be ar
to death,” said David Arnold
Brown, in a jail-house interview raigned this week on charges of
with the O r a n g e C o u n t y murder and conspiracy in the
March 19, 1985, shooting death
Register.
Brown, 35, was arrested of his wife, Linda Marie Brown,
Thursday and charged with in the couple’s Garden Grove
masterminding his wife’s 1985 home.
Ms. Brown was shot twice in
murder to collect SI.5 million in
the
abdomen from close range as
life insurance. His daughter.
Cinnamon, now 18, confessed to she slept. Police were called to
the house by David Brown, who
the murder and was convicted.
She was sentenced to 27 years told them he had left the home
to life. But because she was a earlier in the evening because his
juvenile, that punishment meant wife and daughter were bicker
she would be housed with the ing.
Brown said he found his wife’s
California Youth Authority until
she was 25 or released on good body at 3:25 a.m. when he
returned.
behavior.
Detectives found Cinnamon
But authorities said that Cin
several
hours later in a backyard
namon recently changed her
doghouse,
shaking and lying in
story, saying that she was cover
ing up for her father after he her own vomit. The girl had in
assured her she would spend lit gested an overdose of a prescrip
tion drug and was holding a note
tle time in jail because of her age.
Brown said investigators that read, “ Dear God, please
“ played on my daughter’s forgive me. I didn’t mean to hurt
her.”
weakness.”

By Yumi Sera

“ Vons is a good company to
work for,” he said. “ Safeway is
It may be the same building, similar to an old-fashioned com
but all Safeway products were pany, whereas Vons’ innovative
pulled from the shelves of the and aggressive marketing has led
Marsh Street grocery store and to up-to-date, computerized store
said
assistant
replaced by Vons labeled items operations,”
with the Sept. 22 official take manager Pete Olsen.
New technology, however, will
over by Vons.
“ Over 5,000 items were reduc not override familiarity. Vons
ed, we got new uniforms and we will remain open 24 hours, con
now offer National Brand baby tinue to accept unlimited double
products at cost,” said store coupons and retain the same
manager Serge Fragione. “ We’re Safeway employees.
“ Right now, it’s two companies
anticipating an increase of
running
business because of Vons’ ag ( V o n s / S a f e w a y )
gressive pricing.”
parallel,” said Stan King, meat
Vons Co. won preliminary ap manager. “ We’re selling Vons
proval from the Federal Trade products but keeping Safeway
Commission to continue its pur policies.”
chase of 172 Safeway super
The main change for the meat
markets in Southern California department is stocking U.S.D.A.
— including four in San Luis Choice beef, the best grade of
Obispo County — for $408 beef the consumer can buy, he
million, according to a May 28 said.
article in the Los Angeles Times.
Other changes brought by
The Vons-Safeway acquistion Vons include promotions of
received final approval earlier discontinued items, “ more buy”
this month, and since the grand savings and a VonsCheck ser
opening, Vons has been busier vice, said Fragione.
VonsCheck was designed to
and selling more products, said
make checkout service easier and
Fragione.
Staff Writer

faster for the consumer, Fragione
said. It electronically approves
personal or payroll checks ir se
conds, or it can write an “ elec
tronic check,” where the total is
entered at a checkstand terminal
and deducted from the pur
chaser’s bank account.
Some bargain seeking Cal Poly
students shopping at Vons were
positive about the change, while
others seemed indifferent.
“ I’m glad Vons came to San
Luis, because it’s a higher quali
ty store,” said Cal Poly agricul
tural engineering junior Mark
Spinoglio. “ The blueberry muf
fins at the Vons bakery are the
best.”
Joanna Winter, a speech com
munication junior, said, “ The
parking is a little confusing, but
the produce is much better than
Lucky’s, and they have radical
plants.”
Business senior Lisa Lamont
didn’t see a noticeable difference
from Safeway. Matt Carson
agreed.
“ To me it’s still Safeway,” he
said, “ but they doubled all my
coupons and I’m happy.”

TECHNICAL PEN SAVINGS PLUS BsNEDTLER
FREE SCHOOL SUPPLIES
G et this FREE Value Pack of Staedtler school
supplies and reuseable CacheCase worth $12,
when you buy a specially-priced M arsm atic
technical pen set with 7 pens plus ink. Available
now a t your college store.

700 87

Juniors & Seniors... apply for the only
VISA card that supp9rts Cal Poly
every tim e you use it.
A portion of your fee, purchase amounts and interest paid goes to Cal Poly.
• No Annual Fee For First Six Months, and
only $18 thereafter
• 25 bay Grace Period For Payment In Full

includes:

• W orldw ide A cce p ta n ce At
Over 4 Million Locations
• Low APR of 17.25%

For More Information, Call 1-800-777-2413. or mail your application to:
FBOC, Bankcard Dept, P.O. Box 5635, Fresno, CA 93755
A pplicant Inform ation
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PLEASE ATTACH A COPY OF YOOR STUDENT 1D
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I

2121 Santa Barbara St.
(next to Crystal Q ean Car Wash)

543- RIBS (7427)
Pick Up Only
Delivery Ad(d $1

This application is submittad to obtain cradit and I (wal cartity that ail mtormation haram is trua and compiata I (Wa) also aothoriEa tha Bank to varity or obtain turtnar inlormation tha Bank may daam
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statamant
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Vons products now line shelves
th a t once held Safew ay bran d s

$ 1 2 .9 9
P o ly
P ack
■ 4 BBQ Beef Ribs
■ 2 One Quarter BBQ
C hicken
■ 1 Pint Grandpa Tom's
Baked Beans
■ 2 Loaves Combread
with Honey Butter
■ 2 Baked Potatoes
with Butter, Sour
Cream, and Chives
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I LIMIT

CO a p p l ic a n t S S iONAT lJRE
NO CARDS

APPROVED BY

(Reov»red *w Kxrrt eccount)
REC BY

DATE
I RENEWAL CODE
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EVENING Child

Care

New Ag Science building
only one of its kind in state

• Evening Child Care for children, ages 3 to 8,
• A new program designed for working parents
and for parents attending night classes.

By Bruce Sutherland
sta ll Writer

• Monday through Friday, 6:30 pm to 10:30 pm.
•Staffed by credentialed teachers.
•Quality Christian Care.
• Discounts for families with two or more children.
•Children must enroll for a minimum of one night
per week. No Drop-ins allowed.

Zion
Christian
Schooi

Evening Child Care begins on M onday, Septem ber 26.
For more information, call 543-8469

ZION CHRISTIAN SCHOOL
1010 Foothill Blvd. San Luis Obispo, CA 93401

FOOTHILL
190
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HACIENDA

California

Blvd

Large, Fully Furnished Apartments
Private & Shared Rooms Available
No Charge Reserved Parking

Although the official opening
of the $7.4 million Agricultural
Sciences Building has yet to
happen, it has been in use since
fall quarter began.
Official ceremonies to celebrate
the opening will be held Oct. 20
at 10 a.m. in the building’s cour
tyard entrance.
The 50,000-square-foot struc
ture is the new administrative
and faculty base for Cal Poly’s
School of Agriculture, replacing
the old Enhart Agricultural
Building which was built in 1958
when the agriculture department
had little over 1,000 students.
“ We now have over 3,500 stu
dents,’’ said agriculture dean
Lark Carter. “ Our need for addi
tional laboratories and faculty
offices has grown considerably.’’
The
three-story
building,
located kitty-corner to the
library, houses nine laboratories,
a 45-seat lecture hall and over 50
faculty offices.
“ At the time of its planning,’’
Carter said, “ the administration
used a formula to determine the
needs of the campus.’’
The formula equated that the

campus was lacking in these
areas.
“ This new building, with its
state-of-the-art equipment and
laboratories, will allow us to fur
ther improve our instruction in
biotechnology, the application of
computer
technology
to
agriculture, and other new ad
vances in the agri cult ural
sciences,’’ Carter said.
The building also features sev
eral roof-top greenhouses, solar
panels, and a lighting system run
by timers and photo cells.
Construction ran a year over
the anticipated date of comple
tion, according to Carter. But, he
adds, it will probably be the only
facility of its kind to be con
structed in the state this century
and will be a great asset to the
campus.
The Oct. 20 opening ceremo
nies, themed “ A Showcase of
Agriculture,’’ will include guided
tours of the building, agricultural
exhibits,
student
program
displays, an agricultural career
fair, and a $3 barbecue luncheon.
Jack Parnell, director of the
California Department of Food
and Agriculture, will speak at
noon in the University Union
following the morning’s events.

Make A Winning
Touchdown...

See Chris in Apt 102

546-0520 or 543-6819
Make Yourself a Home . . .

L loyd W icker, n atu ra lly b eau tifu l d in in g sets, rockers, d ressers, a n d h e a d b o a rd s.

R attan w h ite w icker loveseats
r,

,

Futons

fffftil

N a tu ra l ra tta n c o re /ste e l fram e fo u r shelf etec6re.

Houseplants

OSOS SragET SUBjg;

’ - 1 5 g allo n
in stock

$2 OFF.

Full size 6" w ith ratta n

S A N D W I C H E S

AND

S P I RI T S

frame $249.

Storage Systems
• W iregrid Wall System s
•C u b e System s w ith
sh elv in g an d glass d o o rs
•C lo set sto rag e baskets
•M a n y o th e r m u lti
fu n ctio n al accessories

F u rn itu re -A ll o n sale
startin g w ith 3 pc. g ro u p
Selected c h a is e lo u n g e s

1

$99.
50 %
OFF.

2 FREE DRINKS
w/ANY SIZE SANDWICH
(Limit: one coupon per person)

A n d check
o u t th e
^ U m b rellas!

T ele sc o p e
Beach C hairs.
4 colors,
th e best.

¡35.95

(. GARDENS )

O P E N 10-6,
7 days
1998 S an ta B a rb a ra St.,
SLO
541-3166

5 0 i OFF
541-0955

a

X

LU
ANY SIZE SANDWICH
(Limit: one coupon per person)
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South African activists testing U.S. diplomatic skills
A K IV IC C D IID n
JOHANNESBURG,
South Africa/ A(AP)
The four anti-apartheid activists who
have taken refuge in the U.S. consular of
fices are testing the diplomatic skills of
their hosts.
Since the first three activists escaped 12
days ago to consular sanctuary 11 stories
above downtown Johannesburg, the ac
tivists have demanded the release of all
detainees and an end to South Africa’s
state of emergency.
The white-dominated South African
government, in contrast to its usual con
frontational tactics, has waged a public
relations campaign to make itself appear
reasonable.
It says the first escapees — well-known
anti-apartheid leaders who were in custody
at least 14 months without charge — are
free to walk away without fear of arrest.
“ They are free men and we have no fur
ther interest in them whatsoever,’’ said

Leon Mellet, the Law and Order Ministry
spokesman.
Police say the fourth man, who escaped
last Wednesday, faces a possible charge of
illegal weapons possession.
Each of the four escaped from Johan
nesburg Hospital, where police kept them
under guard through use of national
emergency laws that give authorities
powers to limit, among other things,
freedom of speech, press and assembly.
So far, U.S. diplomats have said the ac
tivists can remain indefinitely, but they
also have barred them from direct contact
with journalists.
John Dugard, a human rights lawyer in
Johannesburg, supported the activists’
demand for written assurances they will
not be harmed but doubted the governm
ent would hold to its pledge to leave them
alone.
“ I don’t believe that for a moment,”

M.

The 5 million whites control the
economy and maintain separate districts,
schools and health services.
The escapees are Murphy Morobe and
Mohammed Valli Moosa, senior leaders of
the banned United Democratic Front, a
nationwide anti-apartheid coalition, and
Vusi Khanyile, chairman of the banned
National Education Crisis Committee.
They were joined Wednesday by Clifford
Ngcobo, an activist from Soweto who
alleges he was assaulted by police follow
ing his detention in April.
This is the first publicized sanctuary
case at a U.S. mission in South Africa.
There have been comparable cases at
other missions.
The U.S. Embassy has expressed “ high
regard” for the activists and promised
they would not be forced out of the con
sulate, but subsequent U.S. statements
have been politically neutral.

Dugard said.
“ But it might be argued that by staying
in the consulate they are restricting
themselves.”
Mellet said, “ The three have become an
embarrassment not only for themselves,
but for the Americans as well.”
South African officials have issued one
mild complaint about the U.S. decision to
provide temporary refuge, but stronger
comments have come from black activist
Winnie Mandela and Sen. Edward
Kennedy.
Kennedy said Thursday in Washington
the escapees “ provide compelling evidence
that the people of South Africa, in their
struggle to end apartheid, still look to the
American people for support.”
By law and custom, apart hei d
establishes a racially segregated society in
which the 26 million blacks have no vote
in national affairs.

Federal radon warnings prompt widespread reaction
BOSTON (.AP) — Federal warnings that cancer-causing radon
is seeping into houses across the
nation triggered thousands of
phone calls to health officials and
radon-testing firms from people
worried their homes harbored the
dangerous gas.
Officials cheered the vigorous
responsc, but had another warning: Beware of fly-by-night contractors who might try to prey
on the newly raised fears.
The Environmental Protection
Agency sounded the alarm Sept,
12 with the announcement that
the gas was more widespread
than earlier believed, according
to a new survey of seven states
that found nearly one-third of
homes tested had levels of radon
gas above the guideline of 4
picocuries per liter of air.

A C C O U N TIN G CLUB
M E E TM G
TU E S A T 11:00 RM 02-214

AHS

FIR ST M EETIN G
TUESDAY S E P T 27 5PM A ER O HANGAR
BOWLING LEAG UE S TA R TS W ED at 8pm
Laurel Bowl- cost is $45/quarter
Call to res spot 543-7492/544-3230
CREW C L U B INFO M EETING
ALL IN TE R E S TE D W ELCOM E
NO EXP ER IEN C E N EC ES S A R Y
FISHER SCI 286
SEP T 28 6-7PM AND S E P T 29 t t-t2P M
ENGINEERING S TU D E N TS
Get involved m Eiwir>eering
Courx:il Apply in Dean's Otfice
iWdg 13) by October 3,
GAY AND LESBIAN S T U D E N T UNION
M EETW G FOB 24B TU E S D A Y 7PM

M O TO R C Y C LIS TS
Cal Poly Penguins motorcycle dub
street & off road .the Penguins
do It all Check us out Monday
Sept 26 8pm Fisher act rm 287
Info 544-3029

P O LO l^LU B
WEO.9/28 6:30 M A G 111 L E T 'S G E T
STAR TED A LL W ELC O M E

SCE

ist M E E T N G W ED. SEP 28. 7:30pm
G U E S T SP EAK ER S-D EAN LEE. ASCE.
AP\Nk. ITEiENGINEERING 13 RM118

SKI CLUB

M EETM G !!
W ED S 281h 8 00pm
Fischer Science 286
New Membership & tailgates
Winter Break And More!
Cut Loose, Eh!

W ELCOM E BACK G O LD EN K EY M EMBERS
Don't miss our 1st mtg.!!!
WED 9/28 in UU216 AT 5PM SHARP!

YO U N G
DEM O CR ATS
First meeting
Tues Sept 27 at 8PM
Sci North Rm 213

BE INVOLVED W ITH POLY ROYAL
Executive board applications
available in uu 209 due Oct 3
C O L L E G E R E PUB LICAN S
meeting- Tuesday September 27
7 00 pm Ag 227 speaker
Dr Stan Monteith- running for
congress

The colorless, odorless gas is
produced by the decay of uraniurn found in soil. The EPA has
estimated that radon inhalation
could account for 20,000 of the
nation’s 130,000 annual lung
cancer deaths,
About 10,000 calls were logged
at the Massachusetts Department of Public Health, and
radon-testing
companies
reported a boom in inquiries a
week after the report that one in
every four of the state’s 2.2
million homes may have dangerous levels of radon gas.
“ 1 don’t think we’ve ever seen
a response like this to anything,”
said John Stobierski of the
Massachusetts health department. “ It involved people in their
homes. It involved radiation.
And it involved cancer. It touch-

ed a lot of nerves.”
From Wyoming, where the
state’s chief of radiological ser
vices said he and his part-time
secretary fielded 30 calls a day,
to North Carolina, where five
phone lines stayed busy for
about a week, health department
officials nationwide reported
strong response to the EPA’s
recommendation that all homes
be tested.
“ It’s really a breakthrough in
public awareness of the radon ef
fort,” said Chris Rice, an EPA
spokesman in Washington.
In Pennsylvania, where 37
percent of homes surveyed were
above the guidelines, a hotline
was jammed with 700 ^alls a day.
And the radon news is affecting
real estate sales in Nebraska,
said participants at a seminar

conducted by the state health
department.
“ This is the new asbestos,”
said Mark Dickhute, an attorney
for CBS Real Estate Co., referr
ing to EPA regulations that re
quired removal of deteriorating
asbestos insulation from public
buildings.
In states where concern about
radon was high even before the
report, officials warn there al
ready are cases of people trying
to capitalize on the threat.
In North Dakota, where 63
percent of homes surveyed were
above guidelines, state pro
secutors are investigating a case
in which an out-of-state company
claimed its $297 shower head
would reduce the dangers of
radon gas, said Terry Lindsey of
the state health department.

N O N -C A P TU R E D C R A F T C LA S S E S
Sign-up for a fun, nonacademic
craft class in your U U Craft Canter
-downstairs in the U.U b/w Photo,
woodworking.silkscreen mg.bike
repair and more'Use your Craft
Center! Could be fun!!!

544-1305 SR P R O JE C T SP ECIALIST
LINDA BLACK - 963 O S O S SLO___________

MAKE SO M EO N E'S DAY
BY SENDING THEM A C O LO R FU L
B A LLO O N B O U Q U E TI
13 BALLOONS $11 95 6 FOR S6 00
CALL H ER E'S T O YOU AT 546-8215
FR EE DELIVERY

Thank You O H Club!
The Ornamental Horticulture Club
had a May Day GaUa Dance for the
Mental Health Assoc A Non-Profit
Organization Servicing the Mentally
III & they made S200 m thank you
very much!

RESUM E. PAPERS. P R O JE C TS , W ORD
P R O CESSIN G DONE IN SO C T Y
C O N S H A 'S O FF IC E SUP P LY PISMO
BEAC H 773-5851 OR 489-0724 EVE

M EMORY IM PROVEM ENT SEMW AR
TH U R S EP T 29th tOAM-12NOON
CAH SE HALL RM 204 j'5 6 -_ ^ M
____

W O W B OAR D I'm so psyched to work
with you studs! Yiehoooo'!
-Ouack-

DAY & TIME T O BE SCH ED ULED
BULIMIA SU P P O R T GR O U P 756-2511
IN TER STED IN S P O R TSC A STIN G
FOR KCPR? Meet in Graphic Arts
blcta 26 Rm 201, Tues Sept 27th
at 7PM If you cani make the
meeting, please contact Bobby
Rowell Of Brenda Come at 544-7783

M ONDAYS 3-5PM

"

R4R W O R D P R O C E S S W G AND TYP IN G
(Rona),LASER PRINTER w/100-*-type fonts,
student rates,544-2591.by appt. only_______

W O R D P R O C ES S IN G -FA S f-R E ABONABLE

POLY PALS

BIG FRIENDS FOR LITTLE PEO PLE
Pals IS having an orientation
meeting for people interested
O C T 4 6 6 7PM AG BLDG RM227 All
returning pals please contact
pals office For mfo 756-2476_____________

RAP GROUP FOR GAYS AND LESBIANS
MONDAY.9/26.FOe 24B.7PM
SU N G LA SSES' and an outstanding deal'
Ray-Ban. Oaklm. Vuarr>el. Sunctoud.
Revo s. Bucct Gargoytes. Frogskins.
Maui-Jims. Hobie. and Ski Optics
Cheap to start with plus 10% off
the top with a Cal Poly O Super
Deals on swimwear, shorts and T sfwtstoo The Sea Bam Avila Beach ____
test Preparation Seminar
Tues S e ^ 27th I0am -I2pm
Chase HaH Rm 104 756-12 5 6_____________
756-2511

R E -EN TR Y D ISCUSSION G R O U P
11AM- 12PM
IN TERPERSONAL G R O U P 3-5PM
t J Ê S b Â Y S 3-4 30 PM 756-2 s T i
ASSER TIVEN ESS TRAINING
W EDNESDAYS 3-4 30 PM 756-2511
IN CEST A S U P P O R T G R O U P FOR
W OMEN
BIOFEEDBACK FOR S TR E S S . AN XIETY
3-5PM
GAY & LESBIAN S U P P O R T G R O U P
6-8 PM
Y O U OW N ASH G E T INVOLVED
APPLICATIONS FOR C O M M ITTEE
APPOINTM EN TS AVAILABLE SEE
LINDA LEE IN UU217 BY O C T 6
BE INVOLVED W ITH POLY ROYAL
Executive board applications
available in uu 209 due Oct 3

ALPHA CRISIS P R EG N A N C Y C E N TE R
24-HR LIFELINE 541-3367
FR EE P R EG N A N C Y T E S T
"A FRIEND FO R LIFE”
Lose 10-29lbs in 30 days guaranteed
call Chris 543-8172

AXA’s

1968 THRA8HATHON...
BE THERE OR DONT...
TH E CHOICE IS YOURS.
9I/2S-9/30
Cor>gratuletK>ns to aM Soronbes
in a successful rush. Good luck
m the upcoming year.
Love. AOIl

HEY Q AIW IASi
Y O U ARE /«VESOM E
Get psyched for the upcoming year
Love, your AOIl sisters
IFC Meetmgs
Every Tuesday 6PM U.U.220

SIGMA PI
IS COM ING...
Games People Play
Role Playing and Board Games
1060 Broad m. 8LO 546-6447
Open Gamming-FREE-Sat. and Sun.

LO S T: Decorative wooden box
Important to family Lost in
Poly Groves Wbd Sep 14 about 7pm
Please return to Judy Phillips
544-9499______________________________
S U N G LA S S E S
Blue 6 gold prescription Raybands
Call Charlotte 543-8992

The New Jersey DEP said it
plans, as its counterpart in Pen
nsylvania already does, to re
quire that all radon testers and
so-called mitigators becertiHed.
Mitigation refers to efforts to
reduce radon levels, chiefly
through sealing cracks in a
home’s basement or foundation.
More complicated mitigation ef
forts involve ventilation systems.

Cheap Pine Shelf units desk.end 6
coffee tables $l5to$69 541-1365
Olympia RO Printer.custom sound
cover and nbbons Great for home
use $225 (X) Call 756-2676
R O TTW EA .ER X PUPS FO R S A L E "
(2 MALES/2 FEM ALES) $50 00 EA
CfDNTACT B R U C E AT 549-8956 EV E S
typewriter IBM selectric IT $340
correcting, wide carnage 489-1097

LO C A L-P A P E R S -P R O JE C TS -R E S U M E S
528-7078 (L 0.) 7 DAYS/WK
For sale 87 Yamaha 50CC scooter
XLN T corxktion 541-9364 Julie

"756-2511

S TR E S S M ANAGEM ENT G R O U P
C AREER PLANNING W O RKSH O PS
O C T 24th, 31st. NOV 7th

TH U R SD A Y^

D OCUG R APH ICS: Wbrd Processing
Fast Service - Student Rates
937-6992/Santa Mana-7 days/wk__________

In New Jersey, where officials
said calls increased 10-fold to a
state radon hotline after the
survey was announced, the state
Department of Environmental
Protection said complaints about
testers range from reports that
air samples were taken in
mayonnaise jars to people claim
ing to measure radon levels with
Geiger counters.

Exotic Lingerie 63p color catalog
$3 75 Satisfaction or full refund'
Serxl check or money order to A
Images. Box 1665 Rosamond. C A 93560

W ELLS SPORTSW EAR O U TL E T
SUMMER BLOW OUT

""

ONE P IECE $4 99 TW O P IEC E $5 00

EXERCISE TIQHTSSI1FREE
REEBOK TANK W ITH $20 PUR C H ASE
245 TANK FARM RD "aiES TH R U SAT
10 00 T O 5 M 541-4248

AEROBICSISIGNLANQ UAQ E! SO CIAL
DANCE! AND MORE!
Sign-uplora
Ree Sports Fitoess 5 Leisure Class
in UU 119 (we've moved!) or call
1366 for more mio

DO YOUR SENIOR PR O JECT
for the Tipsy Taxi Program!
Art Bus Jour/PR Mktg Stat Majors
WWcome - Can Frank at 543-2968

D E P T O F FO R E IG N LAN G N EED S
READER/GRADERS W ORK S TU D Y
S T U D E N T S EN C O U R A G E D T O APPLY
CALL 2585 O R 1205 FO R DETAILS
EX P E R IE N C ED P H O TO TE C H N IC IA N ”
AUD IO VISUAL D E P T General lab
work, photocopy, slide duplicating
Contact Joe Codispoti 756-2211
•^reschool teacher must love work
with 2V?-6 yr olds E C E preferred not
required Hex schedule 927-5795

1967 Mustang 289 Automatic Great
corxiition m and out $38(X) O B O
Scott 461-9307 541-3737
C LASSIC M USTAN G 66 1 ^ ^ "
CALL JO H N 528-5711 $5.400 00
REAL C LE A N RUN S E X C E L L E N T
GM C 1965 S-10 BLAZER 4x4 Auto
A/C AM/FM Cassette New Tires 6
Brakes xint cond must sell!
$9000 or best offer 489-28584

Fern Rmmtes needed 4 Pme Creek
cortoo w/d mrcrowve. call 544-0641______
FEM ALE T O SHAR E O W N ROOM W 3
R (X )M M ORR O BAY HCXJSE W ITH 2
NICE G U Y S O C E A N VIEW BUS A C E S S
D EREK O R AN DY 772-1642
FM RMMT W kN TED T O SHARE M A STER
BDRM M LAG UNA HCXJSE
washer/dryer/lots or room
$195/share 541-3273
OW N RCX)M W/DR M ICRO Close to
school Pinecreek Fall $275
541-4936

FUR N ISHED 3 BDM A P T 10 OR 12
M O N TH LEASE 543-1452
O C E A N VIEW DECK.1 BD.1 BA.Microwv
D EN /K ITCH EN ETTE.FUR N ISH ED .UTIL PD
15 M T O POLY.400/MO (818)348-2503

SALES
MAKE YOUR OWN HOURS.

C O U N S E LO R S
Day camp counselors needed
for boys second grade.boys jr high,
min age 20 exp ,ref. 415-283-3795

W E ARE L(X )K IN G FO R A HIGHLY
M OTIVATED P ER S O N T O SELL VO ICE
MAIL B O X ES T O S T U D E N T S AND C AM 
PUS
C LU B S AND ORGINI2ATIONS.
CALL 549-6460 T O LEAVE A M ESSAG E

Bring him to his knees with a
Strip-tease! Catalina 772-5809

W O RK S TU D Y JO B
If you like working with people
This Jobs For You!
$5.50/hr Flexible Hrs
Call Kathy 541-6751

AAA!BEST PR ICED C O N D O S 6 HO M ES
LISTED F R EE INFORMATION PACKET
AVAILABLE ON CAM P US CALL
M A R G U ER ITE C E N T U R Y 21 541-3432 _
Perfect for stuoent 12x45 Mobile
Home in SLO Kids and Pets ok
$20.000 549-8528
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Cards could bridge vision gap
Braille greeting cards may provide jobs fo r the blind

\

I
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JO H N K O G ER
is pleased to announce
that he is now doing business as

I^

J\nniiitie$
I
<

n
»1
'i
I i

specializing in
Tax-Sheltered Annuities
Single Premium Deferred Annuities
Life Insurance
Serving Cal Poly's Faculty and Staff for over 10 years
541-4872 • P.O.Box 4008 *San Luis Obispo,

KALAMAZOO, Mich. (AP) —
With something as simple as a
greeting card, Truesillia Ruth
Shank hopes to help bridge the
gap between the worlds of the
sighted and the blind.
“ It seems so unfair that a blind
person should miss out on the
simple, little pleasures of life,”
said Mrs. Shank, sitting in the
living room of her modest home
that doubles as the office for her
7-month-old
card
company,
Sucurre Greetings. Sucurre is an
Old French word meaning “ to
assist.”
“ Can you imagine being 30, 40
or SO years old and having to
wait for someone to read a stack
of Christmas cards to you? Or
not being able to go into a store
and pick out an anniversary card
for your wife or a birthday card
for your child?” she asked.
The inspiration for Sucurre
Greetings, which Mrs. Shank
owns with her husband, came
while she was working on an
advertising project with a blind
businessman.
“ He was doing things I
couldn’t do even with my sight,”
she said. “ It just didn’t seem

right that he needed someone to
go to a store with him just to
pick out a card.”
Because of the limited market,
Braille greeting cards have not
been manufactured by establish
ed card companies, said Adam
Ash, publisher of the Gift
Reporter, a trade publication for
th e gi f t
industry.
Some
rehabilitation agencies have been
jcnown to sell some Braille cards
at Chr i st ma s, and others
translate greeting cards to
Braille when requested.
“ At best, what you’ve been
able to get up until now is a card
for a sighted person that’s been
Brailled. These cards are design
ed specifically for a visually im
paired person, but are still ap
pealing to a sighted person as
well,” said Paul Ponchillia, a
professor in the Department of
Blind Rehabilitation at Western
Michigan University.
Ponchillia, who is blind, helped
the Shanks design the cards.
The Shanks, also co-owners of
a year-old advertising and prin
ting company, hope the pastel
colors and simple but elegant
designs embossed on the front of

the cards will appeal to a wide
audience. Underneath the design
is a description of the object in
Braille. Inside, Braille appears
under the message.
One lavender card has an em
bossed bird in flight on the cover.
Inside, the message is “ M y
heart’s all a-flutter.”
In addition to her basic line of
25 cards, Mrs. Shank said she
also has a line of Christmas
cards.
Mrs. Shank, a bubbly, 32year-old mother of three, em
bosses the cards by hand. Her
husband, Michael, art director at
a television station, does much of
the designing and printing. Most
of the Braining is done by blind
volunteers.
Distribution of the cards is
mostly limited to local card
shops, but Mrs. Shank says she
nils mail orders and is trying to
line up distributors for the cards
in other parts of the country. The
cards sell for $2 and $2.50
locally.
If the cards catch on, the
Shanks would like to provide
jobs for blind rehabilitation and
training groups.
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Concert tour
aids rights

W4I don’t want
a lot of hype.
I just want
something I
can count on.9^

Some long distance
companies promise you
the nxxjn, but what you
neally want is dependable,
high-cjuality service. That’s
just what you’ll get when
you choose ATOT Long
Distance Service, at a cost
that’s a lot less thin you
think. You can ex p ea low
kx>g distance rates, 24-hour
operator assistance, dear
connections and immediate
credit fior wiopg numbers
And the assurance thit
virtually ail of your calls will
go through the first time.
That’s the genius of the
AT&T Wxldwide Intdligent
Network.
When it’s time to
choose, foiget the ammicks
and make me intelligent
c h o ic e -A m
Ifyoud like to know
more about our products or
services, like International
Calling and the ATST Card,
call us at 1800 222-0300.
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The right choice.

OAKLAND, Calif. (AP) - The
baseball Held was turned over to
a rousing blend of politics and
rock as about 59,000 people
Hocked to the Oakland Coliseum
for the last American stop of
Amnesty
I n t e r n a t i o n a l ’s
“ Human Rights Now!” tour Fri
day.
For 6 and a half hours, the
crowd was treated to the music
of Joan Baez, Peter Gabriel.
Tracy
C h a p ma n ,
Youssou
N’Dour of Senegal and Bruce
Springstein, all performing on a
stage Hanked by huge maps of
the world oh either side.
At $25 a ticket, the concert
raised almost $1.5 million for the
tour celebrating the 40th anni
versary of the United Nations'
Universal Declaration of Human
Rights, a document decrying
torture and unlawful imprison
ment. Proceeds from the 18-stop
U.S. tour will help fund efforts to
release nonviolent prisoners of
conscience around the world.
Springstein, who turned 39
Friday, exhorted concert-goers to
listen to the message behind the
musk and got right to the point
with a vigorous version of “ War”
to begin his more than hour-long
set.
“ When I was growing up. I got
a sense of a lot of different things
from rock and roll,” the “ Boss”
told the crowd. “ Most of all, I
think I got a sense of freedom.
As I got older I tried to stretch
that moment from childhood into
adulthood, and tonight we have
an opportunity to do that.”
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